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Abstra t. We ondu t an average- ase analysis of the generalization
error rate of lassi ation algorithms with nite model lasses. Unlike
worst- ase approa hes, we do not rely on bounds that hold for all possible learning problems. Instead, we study the behavior of a learning
algorithm for a given problem, taking properties of the problem and
the learner into a ount. The solution depends only on known quantities
(e.g., the sample size), and the histogram of error rates in the model lass
whi h we determine for the ase that the sought target is a randomly
drawn Boolean fun tion. We then dis uss how the error histogram an
be estimated from a given sample and thus show how the analysis an
be applied approximately in the more realisti s enario that the target is
unknown. Experiments show that our analysis an predi t the behavior
of de ision tree algorithms fairly a urately even if the error histogram
is estimated from a sample.

1 Introdu tion
In the setting of lassi ation learning whi h we study in this paper, the task
of a learner is to approximate a joint distribution on instan es and lass labels
as well as possible. A hypothesis is a mapping from instan es to lass labels; the
(generalization, or true) error rate of a hypothesis h is the han e of drawing a
pair of an instan e x and a lass label y (when drawing a ording to the sought
target distribution) su h that the hypothesis onje tures a lass label h(x) whi h
is distin t from the \ orre t" lass label y . While we would like to minimize this
true error rate, it is only the empiri al error on the training sample (i.e., a
set of pairs (xi ; yi ) of xed size) whi h we an measure and thus minimize. A
learner minimizes the empiri al error within a pres ribed model lass (a set of
potentially available hypotheses).
Most known analyses of lassi ation algorithms give worst- ase guarantees
on the behavior of the studied algorithms. Typi ally, it is guaranteed that the
performan e of the learner is very unlikely to lie below some bound for every
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possible underlying problem. Consequently, su h bounds tend to be pessimisti
for all but very few underlying learning problems.
In an attempt to lose the gap between worst- ase guarantees and experimental results, a number of average- ase analyses have been presented whi h predi t
the expe ted behavior (over all possible samples) of a learning algorithm for a
given problem. Average- ase analyses have been presented for de ision stump
learners [7℄, k -nearest neighbor [11, 12℄, and linear neural networks [3℄ as well as
for one-variable pattern languages [13℄ and naive Bayesian lassi ers [10, 9℄.
PAC- and VC-style results impose mathemati al onstraints on the range of
possible error rates of lassi ation algorithms whi h hold for all possible learning problems. Complementing this mathemati al view, average- ase analyses an
be seen as re e ting a s ien e-oriented perspe tive. The learning agent is onsidered as a system the behavior of whi h is to be des ribed as a urately as
possible. The primary bene t of average- ase analyses is their ability to predi t
the behavior of a learning algorithm in a spe i s enario mu h better than
worst- ase analyses; their primary drawba k is their dependen e on properties
of the learning algorithm and the learning problem whi h orrespond to the the
initial state of the system. In a typi al lassi ation setting, these properties are
unknown.
In Se tions 2 and 3, we present omputationally eÆ ient average- ase analyses that predi t the behavior of lassi ation algorithms with nite hypothesis
languages. In Se tion 2 we assume that the training set error of the returned hypothesis is known and quantify the expe ted generalization error of hypotheses
with that empiri al error. In Se tion 3 we assume that the learner nds the training set error minimizing hypothesis in the model lass (but this least training
set error does not have to be known) and quantify the expe ted generalization
error of that hypothesis. Both analyses depend on the histogram of error rates in
the model lass. This joint property of model lass and learning problem ounts
how often ea h possible error rate o urs in the model lass.
In Se tion 4, we derive the exa t error histogram for the ase that the sought
target is a randomly drawn fun tion and the instan es are governed by the uniform distribution. Similar settings are ommonly studied in average- ase analyses
(e.g., [7℄). In Se tion 5, we dis uss how the error histogram an be estimated
from an available sample. We an then apply the analysis approximately for
arbitrary targets. We present experiments that indi ate that, even without any
ba kground knowledge on the target, we an still obtain fairly a urate results.
Let us larify some notational details. Let Hi be some nite model lass {
i.e., a set of available hypotheses. For instan e, Hi ould ontain all de ision
trees with i leaf nodes. h 2 Hi is then a hypothesis and maps instan es x to
lass labels y . A lassi ation problem is given by an (unknown) density p(x; y ).
The generalization error rate
of h with respe t to this problem (whi h we want
RP
to minimize) is then (h) =
y `(h(x); y )p(x; y )dx, where `(; ) is the zero-one
loss fun tion. Given a nite sample S onsisting of m independent examples,
drawn
P a ording to p(x; y ), the empiri al (or sample) error rate of h is e(h) =
1
(x;y )2S `(h(x); y ). It is important to distinguish between generalization error
m

(whi h we really want to minimize) and empiri al error e (whi h we are able
to measure and minimize using the sample) throughout this paper.



2 Generalization Error Given the Empiri al Error
Suppose that we have a given model lass Hi and a sample size m. The model
lass Hi is the parti ular learning bias of the learning algorithm, the behavior
of whi h we would like to predi t. Every hypothesis h 2 Hi has a xed but unknown generalization error (h) with respe t to the (unknown) learning problem
p(x; y ). When we draw a sample S governed by p(x; y )m , then ea h hypothesis
in urs an empiri al error rate e(h). Suppose that we put the hypotheses into
m
boxes labeled with the possible empiri al error rates m0 , m1 ; : : : ; m
. We all the
set of hypotheses in box e Hie . Ea h box with label e has its own distribution
of generalization error rates in it (over all possible samples S and over the hypotheses ontained in the box). We will write this distribution p((hei )je; Hi ; m).
We would expe t most of the hypotheses with empiri al error rate of m0 to have
fairly small generalization error rates, although the majority of them is likely to
in ur a nonzero generalization error. On the other hand, most hypotheses with
will also in ur a rather high true error (depending on the
empiri al error rate m
m
sample size and other fa tors) whi h will in most ases still be lower than one.
A learning algorithm ondu ts a sear h in the pres ribed model lass Hi and
omes to some hypothesis hLi with empiri al error e (not ne essarily the globally
smallest empiri al error in Hi ). If we assume that all hypotheses in Hi with
identi al empiri al error e are equally likely to be found by the learner, then hLi
an be treated as if it were drawn from Hie (the box of hypotheses with empiri al
error e) under uniform distribution. Consequently, p((hei )je; Hi ; m) governs the
generalization error of our learning algorithm when the observed empiri al error
of the returned hypothesis is e. When we an quantify p((hei )je; Hi ; m), then we
an also quantify the distribution whi h governs the generalization error of the
hypothesis returned by our learner.
We an read p((hei )je; Hi ; m) as \P (generalization error j empiri al error)".
The intuition of our analysis (whi h is a simpli ed version of the analysis disussed in [15℄) is that appli ation of Bayes' rule implies \P (generalization error
j empiri al error) = P (empiri al error j generalization error)P (generalization
error)= normalization onstant". Note that P (empiri al error j generalization
error) is simply the binomial distribution. (Ea h example an be lassi ed orre tly or erroneously; the han e of the latter happening is ; this leads to a
binomial distribution.) We an interpret \P (generalization error)", the prior in
our equation, as the histogram of error rates in Hi . This histogram ounts, for
every  the fra tion of the hypotheses in Hi whi h in ur an error rate of . Let
us now look at the analysis in more detail.
Let hLi be a hypothesis drawn from Hie at random under uniform distribution. In Equation 1, we only expand our de nition of hLi . Then, in Equation 2,
we de ompose the expe tation by integrating over all possible error rates . In
Equation 3, we apply Bayes' rule.  (jHi ) is the histogram of error rates in Hi . It

spe i es the probability of drawing a hypothesis with error rate  when drawing
at random under uniform distribution from Hi .
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Sin e, over all , the distribution p((h) = je(h) = e; Hi ; m) has to integrate
to one (Equation 4), we an treat P (e(h) = ejh 2 Hi ; m) as a normalizing
onstant whi h we an determine as in Equation 6.
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Combining Equations 3 and 6 we obtain Equation 7. In this equation, we
also state that, when the true error  is given, the empiri al error e is governed
by the binomial distribution whi h we write as B [; m℄(e).
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We have now found a solution that quanti es E ((hLi )je; Hi ; m), the exa t
expe ted generalization error of a hypothesis from Hi with empiri al error rate
e for a given learning problem p(x; y ). Equation 7 spe i es the a tual error rate
for the given learning problem rather than a worst- ase bound that holds for
all possible learning problems. The additional information of  (jHi ) makes this
possible.

3 Analysis of Exhaustive Learners
In this se tion, we assume that the learner an be guaranteed to nd the hypothesis in Hi that minimizes the empiri al error (breaking ties by drawing at
random). On the other hand, we do not require the empiri al error rate of the
resulting hypothesis to be known (so the learner does not have to be invoked
before the analysis an be applied). We an predi t both the resulting empirial error rate and the resulting generalization error from the histogram of error

rates and the number of hypotheses. The analysis is a simpli ation of an analysis proposed by S he er and Joa hims [19℄. Let us rst sket h how the resulting
empiri al error rate on the training set an be predi ted without running the
learning algorithm at all.
The empiri al error rate of a single hypothesis with generalization error  is
governed by the binomial distribution B [m; ℄. The least empiri al error rate in
Hi is e if no hypothesis a hieves an empiri al error whi h is lower than e. Let us
make the simplifying assumption that the empiri al error rates of two or more
hypotheses
are independent
given the orresponding true error rates. Formally,
Q
V
approximate the
P ( hj 2Hi e(hj )j(hj )) =
hj 2Hi P (e(hj )j(hj )). Now we an Q
han e that no hypothesis in urs an error of less than e as h2Hi P (e(h) 
ej(h); m). Note that the histogram  (jHi ) tells us how many hypotheses have
error rates of  (for ea h ). Let us now look at the analysis in more detail.
In order to determine the expe ted true error (expe ted over all samples) of
hL
i (the hypothesis that minimizes the empiri al error within Hi ), we fa torize
the hypothesis h that the learner returns (Equation 8). Sin e we assume the
learner to break ties between hypotheses with equally small empiri al error at
random, all hypotheses with equal true error rates  have an exa tly equal prior
probability of be oming hLi . We re-arrange Equation 8 su h that all hypotheses h
with true error  are grouped together.  (jHi ) is again the density of hypotheses
with error rate  among all the hypotheses in Hi (with respe t to the given
learning problem). This takes us to Equation 9.
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Let Hi = argminh2Hi fe(h)g be the set of hypotheses in Hi whi h in ur
the least empiri al error rate. Note that Hi is a random variable be ause only
the sample size m is xed whereas the sample S itself (on whi h Hi depends)
is a random variable. In order to determine the han e that h (an arbitrary
hypothesis with true error rate ) is sele ted as hLi , we rst fa torize the han e
that h lies in Hi , the empiri al error minimizing hypotheses of Hi (Equation
10). A hypothesis that does not lie in Hi has a zero probability of be oming hLi
(Equation 11). In Equation 12, we fa torize the ardinality of jHi j. When this
set is of size n, then ea h hypothesis in Hi has a han e of n1 of be oming hLi
(the learner breaks ties at random) (Equation 13). In Equation 14, we fa torize
the least empiri al error e and, in Equation 15, we simply split up the onju tion
(like p(a; b) = p(a)p(bja)).
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By inserting Equation 15 into Equation 9 we get Equation 16.
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Assuming that the han e of the set of empiri al error minimizing hypotheses
Hi being of size n when h is known to lie in this set does not depend on
whi h hypothesis is known
to lie in this set (formally, P jHi j = n h1 2 Hi =



P jHi j = n h2 2 Hi for all h1 , h2 ) we an laim that = P jHi j = n h 2

Hi ; e(h ) = e is onstant for all h .
Equation 16 spe i es the expe tation of (hLi ). The density p((hLi )jHi ; m)
has to integrate to one (Equation 17). Equation 16 takes us from Equation 17 to
Equation
18 in whi h we use the abbreviation for P jHi j = n h 2 Hi ; e(h ) =

e . is therefore determined uniquely by Equation 19.
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Combining Equations 16 and 19 and stating that the empiri al error is governed by the binomial distribution (given the true error) we obtain Equation
20.
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Let us now ta kle the last unknown term, P (h 2 Hi je(h ) = e; m). A hypothesis
h (with true error rate ) lies in Hi when no hypothesis in Hi a hieves a
lower empiri al error rate. There are jHi j many hypotheses; their true error
rates are xed but ompletely arbitrary { i.e., they are neither independent nor
governed by some identi al distribution. These jHi j error rates onstitute the
density  (jHi ) whi h measures how often ea h error rate  o urs in Hi (we
have already seen this density in Equation 9). Ea h of these hypotheses in urs
an empiri al error rate that is by itself governed by the binomial distribution
B [m; ℄. Let us assume that the empiri al error rates of two or more hypotheses
are independent given theV orresponding true error
Q rates as dis ussed earlier in
this se tion. Formally, P ( hj 2Hi e(hj )j(hj )) = hj 2Hi P (e(hj )j(hj )). Now we
an quantify the han e that no hypothesis in urs an error of less than e whi h
makes our hypothesis h with e(h) = e a member of Hi . For all but extremely
small Hi (formally, pjHi j  pjHi j 1 ) we an write this han e as in Equation 21.
Note again that the empiri al error (given the true error) is governed by the
binomial distribution (Equation 22).
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What have we a hieved so far? Equations 20 and 22 quantify the expe ted
generalization error of hLi for a given problem in terms of three quantities: the
number of hypotheses in model lass Hi (whi h an typi ally easily be omputed), the sample size m (whi h is known), and the histogram of error rates
in Hi ,  (jHi ). Note that, for Equations 20 to give us the expe ted error (hLi ),
it is not ne essary to a tually run the learner and determine e(hLi ). Let us also
emphasize that we are not talking about bounds on the error rate for a lass of
possible problems. Subje t to the mentioned independen e assumptions, Equations 20 and 21 quantify the expe ted generalization error of an empiri al error
minimizing hypothesis for a parti ular, given learning problem. When only the
sample size m and jHi j are given, it is impossible to determine where in the
interval spe i ed by the Cherno bound the a tual error rate lies. Additionally
given the density  (jHi ), however, we an determine the a tual density that
governs the generalization error, and thereby also the expe ted generalization
error.

4 Learning Boolean Fun tions
In order to apply the analysis, the histogram of error rates  (jHi ) has to be
known. Let us determine  (jHi ) when the target is a randomly drawn Boolean
fun tion over attributes x1 through xk and the instan es are governed by the
uniform distribution. For ea h target fun tion fk the target distribution pk (x; y )

is then jX1 j when fk (x) = y and 0 otherwise. Let Hi ontain all Boolean fun tions
over the rst i attributes. Model lasses H1 to Hk 1 ontain 1 through k 1 of
the relevant attributes; the target fun tion does usually not lie within the model
lass and the lassi er an only approximate the target. Model lass Hk ontains
all relevant attributes. Model lasses Hk+1 through Hn ontain all relevant plus
additional irrelevant attributes.
Ea h target fun tion fk (with orresponding target distribution pk (x; y ))
yields some error histogram k (jHi ; fk ) = k (jHi ; pk (x; y )). When P (fk ) is
the uniform distribution as stated above, then the expe ted resulting error an
be des ribed by Equation 23, whi h is just Equation 20 averaged over all fk .
The subs ript Effk ;S g indi ates that now both fk and the sample S are random
variables.
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In order to further redu e Equation 23 we need to distinguish two ases.
(1): i < k . fk splits the Boolean instan e spa e into 2k instan es whereas
the hypotheses split the spa e only into 2i subspa es ea h of whi h is assigned
only one lass label. Hen e, 2k i instan es with potentially distin t lass labels
fall into the same subspa e. Sin e fk is governed by the uniform distribution,
assigning one lass label (drawn uniformly from the set f0; 1g to 2k i instan es
will mis lassify a number  of instan es governed by the binomial distribution
B [2k i ; 21 ℄. Let 1 through 2i be the numbers of instan es mis lassi ed in subspa es 1 through 2i when a randomly drawn lass label is assigned
to the whole
i
subspa e. The ve tor (1 ; : : : ; 2i ) is governed by (B [2k i ; 21 ℄)2 as spe i ed more
detailedly in Equation 25.
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Given a ve tor  , the orresponding error rate is just the sum over all subspa es
P i
divided by the number of instan es:  = 2j =1 j =2k . Hen e, we an hara terize
the distribution that governs this sum of errors  re ursively in Equation 26. The
intuition of this equation is that an error of e instan es is in urred in subspa e
j through 2i when either an error of j ( lass label 0) is in urred in subspa e
j and an error of e
j is in urred in subspa es j + 1 through k , or an error
of 2k i j is in urred in subspa e j ( lass label 1) and the remaining error of
e (2k i j ) is in urred in subspa es j + 1 through k . The fa tor 2k is used to
onvert error rates into absolute numbers of errors and vi e versa. The intuition
of Equation 27 is that, in the last subspa e, 2i instan es are mis lassi ed with

ertainty when 2i = 2k i 2i (equally many instan es have lass labels of zero
and one), and 2i and 2k i 2i instan es are mis lassi ed with probability 21
otherwise, and no other error rates are possible.
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Hen e, over all fun tions fk (with xed k ) and hypotheses h, Equation 28 gives
the distribution of error histograms. In this equation, we simply fa torize  ;
P ( j = (1 ; : : : ; 2i )) is quanti ed by Equation 26, and P ( = (1 ; : : : ; 2i )) by
Equation 25.
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Finally, we an quantify the expe ted (over all samples
resulting error rate in Equation 29.
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Hi e(h ) = e; m) is quanti ed by Equation 24, P (  ) by Equation 26,
and P ( = (1 ; : : : ; 2i )) by Equation 25. We an evaluate Equation 29 easily as

2

j
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it refers only to the binomial distribution, the sample size and the numbers of
attributes i and k .
(2): i  k . In this ase, the target fun tion assigns one lass label to 2i k
instan es whi h an be distinguished by the hypothesis. The hypothesis distinguishes 2i subspa es; a randomly drawn hypothesis will assign ea h of these
subspa es the orre t lass label half the time. Hen e, the distribution of error
rates is governed by the binomial distribution as given in Equation 30.
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We an quantify the expe ted resulting error in Equation 31 by repla ing
Equation 20 by the binomial distribution.
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P (h 2 Hi je(h ) = e; m) is given by Equation 24. Let us he k whether
Equations 29 and 31 predi t the error rate of a learner a urately. In our experiments, we drew 200 Boolean fun tions with 3 relevant attributes and allowed
model lasses of between 1 and 6 attributes. Figure 1 shows the averaged error
histograms for all model lasses. Figure 2 ompares theoreti al and measured
error rates (hLi ) of hypotheses with least empiri al error. We an see that the
predi ted error rates t the measured rates fairly losely.
Note that the averaged error histograms of model lasses 1 through 3 are
equal. As long as the error histogram stays onstant, in reasing the number of
hypotheses de reases the resulting error rate. As we add irrelevant attributes,
the ratio of hypotheses with very low error rates de reases and the resulting
error in reases.

Hypotheses contain one attribute
2 attributes
3 attributes
4 attributes
5 attributes
6 attributes

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fig. 1. Error histograms for models whi h ontain Boolean attributes x1 ; : : : xi when
the target fun tion requires attributes x1 ; x2 ; x3 . The distributions are equal in the rst
three models; the varian e then in reases.

5 De ision Trees and Unknown Targets
In general, the error histogram is not known. However, we an estimate the
error histogram from the sample and thus apply the analysis approximately for
arbitrary target distributions. As an estimate of  (jHi ) we use the empiri al
ounterpart  (ejHi ) (the distribution of empiri al error rates of hypotheses in
Hi with respe t to the sample S ) whi h we an re ord when Hi is known and a
sample S is available. We an obtain  (ejHi ) by repeatedly drawing hypotheses

0.35
Predicted learning curve
Learning curve measured in simulation
0.3

0.25

error

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
1

2

3
4
number of attributes

5

6

Fig. 2. (b) Learning urve: Expe ted error (theoreti al and measured values) when the
target fun tion requires attributes x1 through x3 and model Hi (i is on the horizontal
axis) uses attributes x1 through xi .

from Hi under uniform distribution, or by ondu ting a Markov random walk
in the hypothesis spa e with the uniform distribution as stationary distribution
[4℄.
This raises the question whether estimating the error histogram of a model
lass suÆ iently a urately is any easier than estimating the error rate of all
hypotheses in that model lass. Fortunately, Langford and M Allester [8℄ have
answered this question aÆrmatively. It is obvious that the empiri al error histogram onverges toward the true error histogram when m grows { in other
words, limm!1 P (ejHi ) =  (jHi ). However, when m goes to in nity, then all
empiri al error rates onverge to their orresponding true error rates and the
error predi tion problem be omes trivial as we an treat the training sample error rates as true error rates. One of the main results of PAC theory (e.g., [6℄) is
that we a hieve uniform onvergen e (i.e., all empiri al error rates approximate
their orresponding true error rates a urately) only when logmjHi j is suÆ iently
small. However, the empiri al error histogram onverges to the true histogram
even if logmjHi j is arbitrarily large.
Consider a pro ess in whi h both the sample size mi and the size of the model
lass grow in parallel when i ! 1, su h that logmjHi i j stays onstantly large.
Over this pro ess, we are unable to estimate all error rates in Hi but P (ejHi )
onverges to  (jHi ) as i grows [8℄. In this respe t, estimating the histogram is
mu h easier than estimating all error rates in Hi . For an extended dis ussion on
the omplexity and a ura y of estimating  , see [14℄.
The obje tive of the next experiment is to he k whether our analysis an predi t the error rate of a de ision tree learner a urately for a set of problems from
the UCI data set repository. For ea h problem and every number of leaf nodes i,

we estimate the histogram of error rates  (jHi ) using 4000  2i randomly drawn
de ision trees using an algorithm des ribed in [14℄ running in O(4000i). Using
the estimate of  , we evaluate Equation 20. We also run a de ision tree learner
that minimizes the empiri al error rate using exa tly i leaf nodes [15℄. We use
the resulting empiri al error to evaluate Equation 7. We then run a 10-fold ross
validation loop (for ea h number i). In ea h fold, we run the exhaustive/greedy
learner and estimate the generalization error using the holdout set.
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Figure 3 ompares the predi ted to the measured generalization error rates
(based on Equation 20) for the empiri al error minimizing learner learner, and
Figure 4 ompares predi ted error given the empiri al error (Equation 7) to
measured error. For most measurements, the predi ted value lies within the
standard deviation of the measured value whi h indi ates that the predi tions
are relatively a urate. Only for the Cleveland and E. Coli problem we an see
signi ant deviations.
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6 Dis ussion
Average- ase analyses quantify the expe ted (over all samples) error of a learning
algorithm for a given target fun tion. Consequently, they are able to predi t the
behavior of a learning algorithm for a spe i learning problem mu h better
than worst- ase analyses. Unfortunately, average- ase analyses are not quite as
easy to apply as worst- ase analyses. The reason is their referen e to spe i
properties of the underlying learning problems whi h typi ally are not known.
In s ien e, this orresponds to the initial state of a physi al system that has to
be known before the development of that system over time an be predi ted.
In most ases, average- ase analyses break the error rate only approximately
into measurables and domain properties. This is learly a drawba k, but it does
not automati ally void the usefulness of su h analyses. Sin e the strength of su h
approximations is often diÆ ult to quantify, in most ases the only feasible way is
to run learning algorithms and to measure the deviation between predi ted and
measured error rates. The experiments presented in this paper provide eviden e
for the usefulness of the approximate Equation 20. The analysis of the error rate

given the empiri al error (Equation 7) di ers from most known analyses by not
being approximate.
Average- ase analyses have been dis ussed for various learners. Iba and Langley [7℄ have studied the behavior of de ision stump learners. Okamoto and
Yugami [11, 12℄ presented an analysis for k -nearest neighbor lassi ers; Fukumizu [3℄ for linear neural networks. Reis huk and Zeugmann [13℄ analyzed the
average time omplexity of an algorithm that learns one-variable pattern languages. An analysis of Naive Bayesian lassi ers has been presented by Langley et al. [10℄; under some simplifying approximations [9℄ the analysis be omes
omputationally eÆ ient. An average- ase analysis of ross validation has been
presented in [16℄.
A rst version of the analysis lass was presented by S he er and Joa hims
[18, 17℄ and later generalized [19℄ and applied to text ategorization and de ision
tree regularization [15℄. Independently, Domingos [1℄ presented a similar analysis
whi h additionally assumes that all hypotheses in ur equal error rates. Lifting
the latter assumption [2℄ leads to an analysis that (besides making the additional
assumption that the training set error is known) deviates from the rst analysis
[18℄ only in some te hni al details.
The histogram of error rates has been used to improve on worst- ase error
bounds. The idea of a worst- ase analysis of [5℄ is that hypotheses with an error
rate of mu h more than the desired error bound " have a mu h smaller han e of
in urring the least empiri al error than hypotheses with an error rate that lies
just slightly above ". In ontrast to the resulting shell de omposition bounds, we
obtain the exa t distribution that governs the resulting error rate (and therefore
also the expe ted error).
An interesting question to pose is whether the estimated empiri al error histogram an lead to a non-approximate laim on the resulting generalization error.
Given the un ertainty that remains when the histogram has been estimated, it is
not possible to determine the exa t expe ted generalization error (whi h we are
on erned about in this paper), but Langford and M Allester [8℄ have proven
worst- ase shell de omposition bounds that di er from those of [5℄ by taking into
a ount that the histogram is only estimated.
We have shown that the error histogram for Boolean fun tions is a ertain
binomial distribution. A fundamental question is whether there is a more general
link between the error histogram and measurable properties (su h as the VC
dimension) of the model lass and the lass of target fun tions.
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